Medical
Education

Six Degrees Medical is a leader in
global medical communications.
For over a decade, our medical communication services have
helped clients optimize their brand, disease and corporate
objectives. Building client relationships that last, our team brings
intuitive strategy, tactical innovation and executional excellence
to every project.

With our solid background in medical
communications, instructional design and
content development, we bring educational
programs to life.
We have strong relationships with accrediting bodies as well as
subject matter experts, and our engaging medical content and
innovative programs create the perfect catalysts for learning. We
have global experience collaborating with industry and advocacy
organizations, driving initiatives from conception to completion
to assessment.

Our programs are custom designed for individual or group
learning and for small or large audiences.
They include symposia, conferences, speaker tours and more, and we have proven experience across a variety
of therapy areas, from endocrinology and metabolism to neurology.

Our list of services includes:
• Small to large symposia
• Conference support and ambassador programs
• Program accreditation
• Standalone scientific events
• Speaker tours

• Speaker training: including meetings, self-directed and
on-demand learning
• Strategic consultation
• Needs assessment and survey development/analysis
• Program outcomes assessment

“The Six Degrees Medical team has the creativity, experience, industry knowledge and
professional attitude that I need for flawless execution of world-class projects, meetings and
events. I can always trust them to deliver, even when I give them impossible deadlines and
truly complex, content-heavy projects.”

About us
Our expertise has been sought after in 34 countries
around the world in over 40 therapeutic areas. We come
from 12 industries, 11 cultural backgrounds and speak
20 languages. Based in North America and Europe,
we bring local perspective and international expertise
to every project. Our clients see us as more than just
vendors, but as partners invested in their success!
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